Abstract-Automated machine translation software and services have become widely available and increasingly popular. Due to the complexity and flexibility of natural languages, automated testing and quality assessment of this type of software is extremely challenging, especially in the absence of a human oracle or a reference translation. Furthermore, even if a reference translation is available, some major evaluation metrics, such as BLEU, are not reliable on short sentences, the type of sentence now prevailing on the Internet. To alleviate these problems, we have been using a metamorphic testing technique to test machine translation services in a fully automatic way without the involvement of any human assessor or reference translation. This article reports on our progress, and presents some interesting preliminary experimental results that reveal quality issues of English-to-Chinese translations in two mainstream machine translation services: Google Translate and Microsoft Translator. These preliminary results demonstrate the usefulness and potential of metamorphic testing for applications in the natural language processing domain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine translation services provide automatic translation of text or speech from one language to another. This type of software must be thoroughly tested and evaluated so that developers can understand the advantages and disadvantages of different algorithms as well as locate implementation bugs, and that users can compare different translation services for their information needs. As a result, better evaluation metrics for machine translations are on demand [1] .
The determination of machine translation quality normally depends on the judgment of the human assessor [2] . This means that the evaluation is both subjective and expensive. Furthermore, in the context of automatic quality assessment, an equivalent target language text (reference translation, or oracle translation) is normally needed when it comes to quantitative quality indicators for the translation. However, given the complexity and flexibility of natural languages, using one reference translation as "the standard answer" is obviously not the best solution (except in some highly technical domains), not to mention that a reference translation is often unavailable in practical situations [2] , [3] . * All correspondence should be addressed to Zhi Quan Zhou.
The above difficulty is generally known as the oracle problem, where an oracle refers to a mechanism against which the tester can decide whether the outcomes of test case executions are correct. The oracle problem is a fundamental challenge in software testing, which refers to situations where an oracle is unavailable, or is theoretically available, but practically too difficult or expensive to be applied [4] , [5] .
A major approach to addressing the oracle problem is known as metamorphic testing (MT) [6] , [7] , a property-based software testing and quality assurance paradigm. MT has been studied by a growing body of research [4] , [8] - [10] , and has been adopted by industry and organizations, such as Adobe [11] , [12] , NASA [13] , [14] , Accenture (including both a research paper [15] and a patent titled "Verifying Machine Learning through Metamorphic Testing" [16, p. 12] ), and the US National Institute of Standards and Technology [17] . Examples of successful applications of MT to real-life critical systems include the detection of previously unknown bugs in various compilers [18] - [20] , commercial obfuscators [21] and, more recently, self-driving cars [22] . In Aug 2018, Google acquired GraphicsFuzz [23] , a spinout company from Imperial College London, to apply metamorphic testing to graphics drivers [20] , [24] , [25] .
To explore the usefulness of metamorphic testing for machine translations (MT4MT), we have previously reported some promising results [2] , where a Monte Carlo method for MT4MT has been developed. We recognize that natural language processing is a complex task and, hence, one testing approach is not enough. In the present research, we continue to investigate MT4MT beyond Monte Carlo approaches. Our research question is stated as follows: Can new MT4MT techniques be developed to automatically detect real-life defects in major machine translation services?
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. II introduces the background and key concepts of this research. Sec. III describes a main component of our testing method. Sec. IV explains the design of our experiments, and Sec. V analyzes the experimental results. Sec. VI compares our research with related work. Sec. VII concludes the paper and points out future research directions.
II. BACKGROUND
Compared with conventional testing techniques, metamorphic testing has a unique characteristic: Instead of verifying the correctness of each individual output, it examines the relations among the inputs and outputs of multiple executions of the program under test. Such relations are called metamorphic relations (MRs), which are necessary properties of the intended program's functionality [9] .
Consider the testing of machine translation software. A straightforward MR is known as round-trip translation (RTT) [26] - [29] : First, translate a string L 1 from the original language O to the target language T , resulting in a string L 2 ; then, translate L 2 back to the original language O, resulting in a string L 3 ; finally, assess the translation quality by comparing L 1 and L 3 : the closer, the better. The main issue with RTT is that it involves two-way translations: the forward translation (FT) and the back translation (BT). Therefore, it could be hard to assess the quality of one-way translations. Nevertheless, it has been reported that RTT could still be useful. For example, Aiken and Park [29] 
stated that: "RTT is the only technique that can be used when no human fluent in the target language or equivalent text is readily available."
To address the above problem, we developed a fully automated non-RTT technique [2] that can be used without an equivalent target language text (reference translation), or proficient (fluent) target language user. In this approach, a oneway evaluation method was implemented without referring back to the source language. The general idea was that a perfect translator should produce the same translation "when translating either directly (from a source language to a target language) or indirectly (from the source language to an intermediate language and then from the intermediate language to the target language)" [2] . To implement this MR, a Monte Carlo method was used to measure the quality (consistency) of translation, with the help of multiple intermediate languages.
The testing process is depicted in Fig. 1 , where, for illustration purposes, English, Chinese, and Japanese are the source, target, and (randomly chosen) intermediate languages. In the example shown in Fig. 1 , two English-Chinese translations are collected: one direct (English-Chinese) translation, and one indirect (English-Japanese-Chinese) translation. The similarity of these two translations (in Chinese) are calculated using standard text similarity metrics to indicate the translation quality: the higher, the better.
The above method requires the existence of intermediate languages and a large number of test runs to make the results statistically meaningful. In the present research, we aim to develop a simpler metamorphic relation that does not involve intermediate languages.
III. OUR METAMORPHIC RELATION
Our metamorphic relation is named MR replace : In some situations, if we change the value of a relatively independent component in a system's input, then only a small part (or no part) in the system's output should be changed. In other words, MR replace observes that some changes to the input should not have an impact on the overall structure of the output. For example, consider the obstacle perception module [22] of a self-driving car -changing the colour of a nearby truck should not affect the detection of this obstacle -the self-driving car should always detect this truck regardless of whether the truck is red, green, or blue. Therefore, in metamorphic testing, we can change the colour of surrounding vehicles and check whether the self-driving car has the same behaviour. In this situation, MR replace is used to replace a vehicle's colour (e.g. red) with a different value (e.g. white).
We can apply MR replace to automatically test English-toChinese translation services. As we know both languages well, we can design rules to generate valid test cases. For example, the Chinese translations for "A 1 loves B" and "A 2 loves B" (where A 1 , A 2 , and B are nouns) should have a very similar structure except that, in the latter translation, the Chinese word corresponding to A 1 should be replaced by another Chinese word corresponding to A 2 . Fig. 2 shows a violation of this MR detected in Google Translate: Changing the subject from "Mike" to "Mouse" has led to an inconsistent Chinese translation for KFC (the translation of KFC has changed from 肯德基 to 肯德鸡). Even without a test oracle to tell which one is the authoritative Chinese name of KFC, we have detected an inconsistency issue in the translations. All translation inconsistencies reported in this paper were repeatable at the time of experimentation.
It may be argued that a good translation should consider the context, and that just looking at a single short sentence is not enough to assess the translation quality. On today's Internet, however, the demand for evaluating translations of short sentences is rapidly increasing with the growing popularity of social network sites. For example, it has been reported that a Palestinian man was arrested by police after posting "Good morning" in Arabic which was wrongly translated as "attack them" by Facebook [30] , [31] . A screenshot of the news is shown in Fig. 3 . Furthermore, it has been reported that some evaluation metrics, including BLEU and NIST, do not perform well at the individual sentence level [32] . In this research, therefore, we focus on the translation quality of short sentences without using these metrics. 
IV. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
The systems under test (SUTs) are (1) Google Translate (https://translate.google.com.au) and (2) Microsoft Translator (https://www.bing.com/translator). These two SUTs are selected because of their popularity. We have developed a tool in Python to implement our testing method, by calling the translation APIs to translate English sentences into Chinese. All tests were conducted in March 2018.
We have constructed very short sentences using the subjectverb-object structure. We have tested two verbs: likes and hates. More specifically, to generate a subject-verb-object sentence and to ensure that the subject noun is unrelated to the object noun, we selected the top 100 most popular US female names (for the year of birth: 2016) from the US Social Security Administration website [33] as the subject nouns, and the top 100 brands (in the year 2015) [34] as the object nouns. Hence, for Google Translate, 100 × 100 = 10, 000 Englishto-Chinese translations were performed for the verb "likes," and another series of 100 × 100 = 10, 000 English-to-Chinese translations were performed for the verb "hates," giving a total of 20, 000 translation results. The same 20, 000 English sentences were also translated into Chinese using Microsoft Translator. This gave 20, 000 + 20, 000 = 40, 000 translations (calls to the translation APIs) conducted by Google Translate and Microsoft Translator in total.
V. ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
We divide the 40, 000 translations into four groups: Googlelikes, Google-hates, Microsoft-likes, and Microsoft-hates. Each group contains 100 × 100 = 10, 000 translations in Chinese. Within each group, we conduct pairwise comparisons between the Chinese translations whose source English sentences differ in only one noun. For example, if there are only two subject nouns A and B, and two object nouns X and Y , then for the verb "likes," there will be four English source sentences (test cases): (1) Because each of the four groups contains 100 × 100 translations, we conduct a total of C 2 100 × 100 × 2 = 990, 000 unique pairwise comparisons within each group. A violation (inconsistency) is detected if the pair of translations under comparison differ in more than one place.
A. Results of Experiments
The comparison results are summarized in Table I . For each of the two translators, its likes-and hates-inconsistency rates were similar, with the former being slightly lower. Compared with Google Translate (13.88% likes-and 16.07% hatesinconsistency rates), Microsoft Translator had much better performance: The respective inconsistency rates were 3.50% and 3.72%.
B. Examples of the Detected Translation Issues
The first type of translation inconsistency issue (that is, violation of MR replace ) is that the same English name was translated into different Chinese names. For example, Fig. 4 shows that Microsoft Translator translated the English name "Nora" (in the sentence "Nora likes John Deere") into the Chinese name 娜 拉, but translated the same "Nora" (in the sentence "Nora likes BMW") into a different Chinese name 诺拉. Each of these two translations, when examined independently of each other, is acceptable; however, when we compare them using MR replace , a translation defect is revealed:
The same "Nora" should not have been translated into two different Chinese names, which represent two different people -these translations will definitely cause misunderstanding among Chinese readers.
The second type of MR replace violation is that the same English name was sometimes translated and sometimes not translated. For example, Fig. 5a shows that Google Translate translated the English name "Layla" (in the sentence "Layla likes Ford") into the Chinese name 莱 拉, but failed to translate the same "Layla" in the second sentence ("Layla likes Google") -Google Translate directly pasted the string "Layla" into the Chinese sentence without translation. This is a translation failure, causing misunderstanding among Chinese readers as they would consider these two names to represent two different people. Fig. 5b shows a similar failure, where Google Translate successfully translated the brand name "Mini" in the first sentence into Chinese, but failed to translate the same "Mini" in the second sentence.
VI. RELATED WORK
Zheng et al. [3] developed two algorithms that can be used to detect under-translations (where some words from the text in the original language are missing after translation) and overtranslations (where some words from the text in the original language are unnecessarily translated two or more times) in neural-network-based machine translations. Their approach detects the target translation issues without referring to a reference translation, and thus is called "oracle-free detection." Zheng et al. [3] reported that their approach had been deployed in both the development and production environments of WeChat by Tencent Inc. to help eliminate numerous defects of their neural machine translation model.
Our approach presented in this paper is not limited to the detection of under-or over-translations, but instead we examine the consistency among multiple translations. Therefore, our approach and Zheng et al.'s approach [3] complement each other.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we followed up on our previous work in applying metamorphic testing for machine translations (MT4MT) without the need for a test oracle [2] . The main contributions of this paper include the identification of a metamorphic relation MR replace , and the empirical results using MR replace .
A limitation of this study is that we did not consider the effect of constructing test sentences using names that are also nouns or verbs (such as Bill, Harry, and Sue). Furthermore, the empirical results are only with respect to the consistency metric rather than the correctness of the translations (which would require human evaluations). The metamorphic relation, MR replace , provides a guideline, or a pattern, but cannot be used in any absolute sense, because it is possible that similar English sentences (including idioms) do not have similar Chinese translations.
There is a major threat to the external validity of our results: The scale of our experiments was quite small (40, 000 translations in total). In particular, our experiments involved only two verbs: "like" and "hate." Nevertheless, within this limited scale, we have made interesting findings, and have successfully addressed the research question raised in Sec. I. Our findings are summarized as follows.
First, major translation services, including Google Translate and Microsoft Translator, can fail to translate extremely simple sentences, or can translate them in a very inconsistent way, causing serious misunderstanding among users. This finding demonstrates the usefulness of MR replace (and, more generally, metamorphic relations) in the natural language processing domain.
Second, the empirical results show that Microsoft Translator strongly outperformed Google Translate. This result is inconsistent with that reported in our previous work [2] where we found that Google Translate outperformed Microsoft Translator. We believe that the reason for this inconsistency is that different types of source sentences were used during testing: In our previous work [2] , we used relatively long English sentences taken from Wikipedia; whereas in the present study, we used extremely short, simple, and synthetic sentences (with the structure subject-verb-object) involving only the word "likes" or "hates." This observation means that the quality assessment of machine translation services must consider multiple dimensions and multiple types of user inputs, and that different translators can have very different performance when processing different types of inputs.
Future work will include the identification of a set of diverse metamorphic relations, the analyses of different types of inputs, and experimentation at a larger scale.
